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List of Reading Passages

1. Switzerland

2. Law to Make Handgun Selling Illegal

3. Political Cartoon

4. Media Execution

5. Johnson in Action

6 . J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI
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a Which details logically develop the main idea?

a Which details help you understand the main idea?

$ilu~aJ$hktn~  details w&I  (major supporting details) kUJ6$i7nF$

ttu:  (contex t  c lues)  didau  (connect ives) +hanthGhwau  tdu  one,  f i rs t ,

besides, also, finally ttniiJbJ~~~t~U~~r~?~n’utui~lo”ll  main idea YaJt$aJM”w

1.3 5lUB::taUtil~Ll~~nyurlJA?7ua~~  (supporting details)

uanain~xh  topic sentence ttaj~TrltlnAtM~a~JJllU”Zual?tQYI

t~u~s=ro~5iunttio~r~~u~~~~i~~~n (supporting details) ih31ut~u3~un”y

drrlfmhmu~~n  I&ILIZYlj7UR=t~U(il’UUlIJR?lU  IyI&aLi7J  vGaa%m  14ivqwa

f&JR~Ulktn”UMEh  (main idea)

Lkkln  supporting details d 2 X& da

1. Major details

Ll~~lUfdlhJFGJ~~U  (support), ahiu  (explain) ttazY31ul0

(descr ibe)  Lkthr?kdaJtiaJ  (main idea) riniAlt~ilda~~u

lJrrlufllvirilud~Jtn~~~
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Markers:

one, first, another, furthermore, besides, also. last, finally 1

Markers:

for example, this means, that is, to be specific

lk-im supporting details iind7aa~~rrywlRLI'I~~i~~~t~~~t~~~~~

reasons, incidents, facts, examples, steps, sequences, processes I&I definitions

Supporting details d?ul~~~lUzl~cu?AR17UAFI  L&V%h&.AY~J main idea

bU%J&hU~d
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hh~%k~\r  topic, main idea, details KC summary

l The topic pulls our attention to a general area.

l The main idea provides the focus or central thought.

l The details offers elaboration and support.

l The summary concludes and links the paragraph to the following one.

Topics, main ideas and supporting details

Directions: Differentiate statements of topics (T), main ideas (M), and supporting

details (D) by indicating the initials in the spaces provided.

a. In 1981, Henry Cisneros of San Antonio became the first Mexican-American

mayor of a large city.

b. Mexican-American political gains.

c.  Since 1960 Mexican-Americans have made impressive political gains.

James Martin et al., America and Its People.

__ a. The question of a bill of rights.

- b. First, Hamilton wrote in Federalist 84 that a Bill of Rights might be necessary

to restrict a king, but not a government established by the people; such a government,

he said, possesses only the powers given to it by the people.

c. A serious objection raised against the Constitution by those who opposed its

ratification was that it contained no Bill of Rights.

Fred Harris et al., Understanding American Government.

Smith,  Brenda D. 1993.  Br idg ing the  Gap:  Co l lege Read ing.  4m  ed.  New York:

HarperCollins  College Publisher.  104.

-------------_  -_---  _-_-  _  _-__  - --__-_
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Vopabulary

ratify vt. 2<&fJl&.  0%$7i,  BIUJLlU  : ratify a convention llT&lfJlyvld~Upb~~~l

ratification n. ni5l~~~uiuUu

Directions: Read the passage and answer with True (T) or False (F) to the following

statements.

Except for some minor internal disturbances in the nineteenth century,

Switzerland has been at peace inside stable boundaries since 1815. The basic factors

underlying this long period of peace seem to have been (1) Switzerland’s position as a

buffer between larger powers, (2) the comparative defensibility of much

of the country’s terrain, (3) the relatively small value of Swiss economic production to an

aggressive state, (4) the country’s value as an intermediary between belligerents in

wartime, and (5) Switzerland’s own policy of strict and heavily armed neutrality. The

difficulties which a great power might encounter in attempting to conquer Switzerland

have often been popularly exaggerated since the Swiss Plateau, the heart of the

country, lies open to Germany and France, and even the Alps have frequently been

traversed by strong military forces in past times. On the other hand, resistance in the

mountains might well be hard to thoroughly extinguish. In World War II Switzerland was

able to hold a club over the head of Germany by mining the tunnels through which

Swiss rail lines avoid the crests of Alpine passes. Destruction of these tunnels would

have been very costly to Germany, as well as to its military partner, Italy, since the

Swiss railways were depended on to carry much traffic between them.

--

Smith, Brenda D. 1993. Bridging the  Gap: College Reading. 4th ed. New York:

Harper Collins College Publisher, 250-251.

---_------__-_-------------------------
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Vocabulary

intermidiary = o$rtliiJnaiJ,  mbnm,  dndtnija

belligerents = n+.dxxnfl~rui$*~n3~ti

belligerencey = rwxlJW57U

to hold a club over the head of someone

= to threaten @~t!?%tJ

a club = a heavy wooden stick used as a weapon

- 1. The author implies that Switzerland is rich with raw materials for economic

production.

- 2. The most important economic area of Switzerland is protected from its

neighbors by the Alps.

- 3. In World War II Germany did not invade Switzerland primarily because of the

fear of the strong Swiss army.

- 4. The maintenance of a neutral Swiss position in World War Ii was due in part

to a kind of international blackmail.

__ 5. The Swiss have avoided international war on their soil for over one hundred

years.

l!IrlMl?!  5 Fi~J?%lhhM~fl  (main idea) ?JOJl%lJ6J  topic sentence IU

?.hzhLbsnuOJ  paragraph &I “Switzerland has been at peace inside stable

They have avoided international war on their soil

boundaries since 1815. lJXlnn$t~‘inr~u  supporting details

f o r  wer  one  hundred years
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Supporting details

Directions: In the following paragraphs, give the topic and copy the topic sentence (S)

in the lines shown for them. Then fill in the numbers of the sentences that

support the topic sentence.

I
(1) We need a law that will make it illegal to sell handguns, which are useless for

sports but ideal for crime. (2) The same kind of gun, called “the Saturday night special,”

was used to gun down Governor George Wallace, to kill Senator Robert Kennedy, to kill

more than one-half of all the police officers murdered in recent years, and to kill more

than four thousand American citizens every year. (3) These guns are small, easy to

hide, and deadly when pointed at you. (4) They are of little value for

target shooting, hunting, and sport shooting because they are not very accurate except

at close range. (5) They are good only for shooting people.

Bracy,  Jane, and McClintock,  Marian.  1980. Read fo Succeed. 2nd ed. New York:

McGraw-Hill, 88.

tiX~rJ?l topic sentence LflU~X~tl~ll~n~U~~tQYI  &I  We need a law that

will make it illegal to sell handguns. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  &u”

Topic sentence

Supporting details
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Topic sentence

(1)

Topic = Law to make handgun selling illegal.

Topic sentence (s):

(1) We need a law that will make it illegal to sell handguns, which are useless for sports

but ideal for crime.

Supporting details:

Sentence 2. Handguns were often used to kill politicians, police officers  and citizens.

Sentence 3. These guns are small, easy to hide, and deadly.

Sentence 4. They are not good for sports or hunting.

Sentence 5. They are good only for shooting people.

Vocabulary

to gun down = to shoot, to search for, to attack
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I

Bangkok Post. (March 7, 1998): 4.

Bangkok Post. (October 19, 1997): 4.
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Political Cartoons

Political cartoons vividly illustrate how an author or an artist can effectively

communicate a point of view without making a direct verbal statement. Through their

drawings, cartoonists have great freedom to be extremely harsh and judgmental. For

example, they take positions on local and national news events and frequently depict

politicians as crooks, thieves, or even murderers. Because the accusations are implied

rather than directly stated, the cartoonist communicates a point of view but is still safe

from libel charges.

Vocabulary

libel

libel charges

Smith,  Brenda D. 1993.  Br idg ing  the  Gap:  co l lege Read ing .  4’  ed. New York:

Harper Coll ins College Publishers.  295-296.
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Q.  What is this political cartoon about?

A. Political campaign advertising through mass media.

Q. What is the main point the cartoonist is trying to get across?

A. The writers of campaign ads (Pinocchio) are biased and tell lies about the politician

candidates on their sides. Pinocchio is a symbol of a liar whose nose. grows longer

anytime he lies.

Q. What is the purpose of the cartoon?

A. To ridicule the campaign advettisments.

Q. What is the cartoonist’s point of view?

A. Political campaign advertisements are not honest.

Directions: Look for details in the photo and the description, then....

Media Execution

AP photographer Eddie Adams snapped this photo of the summary

execution of a captured Vietcong assassin in 1968. Adams later said he was sorry he

took the history-making photo, which tended to make the Vietcong look heroic. In truth,

the assassin had just murdered the family of one of the assistants to South Vietnam’s

police chief, who took speedy revenge. Images can mislead.
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AP news release, 1968.

Roskin, Michael G. et al. 1994. Political Science, An Introduction.  !jth ed.  New  Jersey:

Prentice Hall, 169.

Directions: Look for details in the photo and the description, then answer the

questions.

1. What was the situation in this photo.

2. Where did this incident happen?

3. When did it happen?

4. Who was the victim?
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5. What did he do, according to the passage?

6 . Who was the man holding the gun?

7. How much time elapsed before the policeman could take revenge for his family?

8. The history-making photo was taken by whom?

9. Is the Vietcong in the photo really a hero?

IO.  From the photo, we can infer that A I

hmml~a”sflM~ 4

Inference

Directions: Use all the information available to answer the questions. Note the

inferences in the following example

Johnson in Action

Lyndon Johnson suffered from the inevitable comparison with his young and

stylish predecessor John F. Kennedy. LBJ was acutely aware of his own lack of polish;

he sought to surround himself with Kennedy advisors and insiders, hoping that their

learning and sophistication would rub off on him. Johnson’s assets were very real-an

intimate knowledge of Congress, an incredible energy and determination to succeed,

and a fierce ego. When a young Marine officer tried to direct him to the proper

helicopter, saying, “This one is yours,” Johnson replied, “Son, they are all my

helicopters.”
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LBJ’s  height and intensity gave him a powerful presence; he dominated any

room he entered, and he delighted in using his physical power of persuasion. One

Texas politician explained why he had given in to Johnson: “Lyndon got me by the

lapels and put his face on top of mine and he talked and talked and talked. I figured it

was either getting drowned or joining.”

Smith, Brenda D. 1993. Bridging the Gap: College Reading. 4’ ed. New York: Harper

Collins College Publishers, 248.

_--_--_-_-----_--_______________________-

Answer the following with T (true) or F (false).

- 1. Johnson was haunted by the style and sophistication of John F. Kennedy.

- 2. Johnson could be both egotistical and arrogant about his presidential power.

- 3. Even if he did not mentally persuade, Johnson could physically overwhelm

people into agreement.

Vocabulary

predecessor

polish

sophistication

rub off

rub on

asset

ego
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1. Directions: Choose the best answer for the question.

(1) In 1924 the Attorney General of the United States called a young lawyer

into his office to explain to him a new plan. (2) What he said was that the criminal world

had discovered science. (3) Criminals used stolen cars and even airplanes to make

their getaways. (4) They could open locks or imitate any signature in the world. (5)

Law officers  trained to work scientifically were needed.

Jane Bracy, and McClintock.  Marian.  Read to Succeed.
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1. The title of this paragraph may be

a. Law Officers Trained to Work Scientifically Were Needed.

b. In 1924 the Attorney General of the United States Called a Young Lawyer to

Explain a New Plan.

c. Scientifically Trained Law Officers Needed.

2. What is the main idea of this paragraph?

a. Law officers trained to work scientifically were needed.

b. The criminal world had discovered science.

c. Criminals used stolen cars and airplanes to make their getaways.

3. What sentence(s) is/are supporting details?

a. Sentence (5).

b. Sentences (2)-(4).

c. Sentence (1).

II. Directions: This paragraph does not have a stated topic sentence, but it is implied.

Make your own judgment to help your review.

(6) So J. Edgar Hoover, the young lawyer, first learned everything that

Scotland Yard and the other police forces of the world could teach him. (7) Then he

hand-picked a group of men between the ages of 25 and 35. (8) He chose so carefully

that he made the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) the hardest service in the world

to get into. (9) Today the service is open to women as well as men.

4. What should be the topic sentence of this paragraph?

a. J. Edgar Hoover learned everything from Scotland Yard and other police forces.

b. J. Edgar Hoover wanted to make The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) one

of the most competent police services in the world.

c . J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI.
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5. *What  evidence from the article did you use to infer your answer about the topic

sentence?

a. Sentence (8).

b. Supporting details in sentences (6) (7) and (8).

c. Sentence (9).

6. Sentence (9) implies that

a. Hoover selected only men to work for the FBI.

b. Women are not competent to work of the FBI.

c. a and b are correct.

7. According to the passage, we can infer that J. Edgar Hoover

a. was a lawyer

b. was the man who made the FBI

c . was the Attorney General of the United States

d. was a police officer

8. What is the implied meaning of (6): ‘learned everything that Scotland Yard and the

other police forces of the world could teach him”?

a. He went all over the world to study about police forces.

b. He had a thorough expertise in investigation.

c . The FBI had the hardest training in the world,

111. Directions: Make inferences from the political cartoon. Choose the best answer.

9. Pinocchio symbolizes or stands for a politician who

a. is honest b. lies

c. is naive d. tells the truth.

10. What is this political cartoon about?

a. Political campaign advertising. b. Commercial advertisment.

c. Tax payment campaign. d. Reforestation campaign.
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Bangkok Post. (27 June 1997): IO

11. What can be inferred from this cartoon strip?

a. Tax payment warning is announced through the mass media.

b. The Prime Minister in the cartoon tells lies about the use of tax money for

country development.

c . People are scared of the announcement.

d. All are correct.

12. What is the cartoonists point of view?

a. Taxation is not fair for the poor.

b. Politicians are not honest with tax money.

c . Tax payment is every good citizen’s responsibility.

d. . The rich and businessmen are not responsible in their duty to pay taxes.

________----________---
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